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Abstract
Recent state-of-the-art Visual Question Answering (VQA) systems achieve impressive results by tokenizing image objects and language queries and learning a transformer-based model on top of these representations. The key mechanism of transformer-based models is cross-attentions, which implicitly form graphs over tokens and act as diffusion operators to facilitate information propagation through the graph for question-answering that requires some reasoning over the scene. We reinterpret and reformulate transformer-based model to explicitly construct latent graphs over tokens and thereby support improved performance for answering visual questions about relations between objects. We demonstrate the feasibility of our hypothesis by using ground-truth scene graphs to help answer questions in the relational GQA dataset, showing a human-like upper-bound performance. Then we propose a graph-transformer-based model to learn latent graph representations in an end-to-end fashion without explicit supervision. Finally, we demonstrate that jointly learning latent graph representations along with VQA actually out-performs VQA using the current best supervised scene-graph parser.

1 Introduction
Within the deep-learning (DL) framework, vision- and-language tasks are often treated with a multi-modal-encoder approach, i.e. a vision encoder, a language encoder, and optionally alignments and fusion across modalities. There has been substantial past progress in the search for three parts of the multi-modal-encoder approach. Specifically in the Visual Question Answering (VQA) space, people first emphasized the vision side and treated images as either a singular entity or a continuous media (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Kulkarni et al., 2011). With the emphasis on the vision side, a naturally induced form of alignments and fusion is soft attentions on image pixels correlated with language tokens (Rennie et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2017; Vinyals et al., 2015). A hypothesis supporting such an approach is that only parts of the image content are helpful for VQA (Xu et al., 2015; Pedersoli et al., 2017). As object-detection methods matured, people started to take a more “bottom up” approach by extracting semantic information from and tokenizing the image to answer questions (Anderson et al., 2018a), which lead to further progress. Concurrently, the language community proposed much stronger language encoders built using attention (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2018), which lead people to develop VQA models with more emphasis on the language side (Das et al., 2017; De Vries et al., 2017; Selvaraju et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019; Tan and Bansal, 2019). Coincidentally, transformer-based language encoders can not only take advantage of the tokenization trend but also are intrinsically built for information fusion and alignments due to its core self-attention mechanism. Therefore, a wide variety of VQA systems with a transformer encoder on top of image tokenization have achieved impressive state-of-the-art results on many categories of VQA tasks, including VQA 2.0 and GQA (Li et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019; Tan and Bansal, 2019).

Such success of transformer-based VQA systems indicates the effectiveness of two insights: image tokenization, and pairwise token interaction across textual tokens and image tokens. We observe that pairwise token interactions collectively form a graph, and traversing this graph forms a kind of reasoning, which might be an explanation for the claims of reasoning capabilities of these transformer-based models (Li et al., 2019; Anderson et al., 2018b).

In order to further improve performance, espe-
cially on the "relational" questions that require reasoning about the relations between objects, we reinter-pret transformer-based VQA systems as graph convolutions, and propose a model that explicitly learns a latent graph representation to answer questions in an end-to-end fashion. We show that our model benefits from its latent graph representations and is able to outperform current state-of-the-art systems on the GQA dataset (Hudson and Manning, 2019), which emphasizes compositional, relational question-answering. In addition, we show that our model can effectively use graph representations and demonstrate a human-like upper-bound performance when we input a ground-truth scene graph into the model. This result is not surprising since the GQA dataset is derived programmatically from the ground truth scene graph, but it shows the potential of the idea of leveraging graph representations for VQA. To the best of our knowledge, current transformer-based models cannot benefit from graph information, and there have not been work on taking advantage of scene graphs or graph representations in general for VQA. Finally, we show the advantage of our end-to-end learned latent graph representation over current scene-graph parsers by showing that, on GQA, it out-performs a VQA system that uses a state-of-the-art scene-graph parser.

2 Related Works

2.1 UpDn

Current state-of-the-art VQA systems combine bottom-up attention for proposing image regions containing objects and top-down attention over image region features to predict final answers (Selvaraju et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019; Tan and Bansal, 2019). A common choice for architecting these systems is to encode the image and question as two sets of features. Specifically, the image is encoded as a set of regions with corresponding visual features; the question is encoded as a set of textual tokens or a single question vector. Then, various approaches are used to go through those features, build interactions, and aggregate them to compute final answers.

2.2 Transformer-based VQA

Recently, there have been several concurrent works achieving impressive results with a similar idea on a spectrum of VQA datasets including VQA v2 and GQA. ViLBERT, LXMERT, and Unicoder-VL (Li et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2019; Tan and Bansal, 2019) are examples of this trend. They follow the UpDn idea of tokenizing images and textual questions as individual nodes. Their core idea includes two aspects: apply a large transformer encoder over multimodal nodes and take advantage of pretraining tasks on large datasets. Therefore, these models achieve similarly impressive results on various vision-language tasks including VQA.

2.3 Graph Neural Networks

Graph Neural Networks have gained much popularity due to its effectiveness of processing data with graph structures. They are usually categorized into two types: spectral (Bruna et al., 2013; Defferrard et al., 2016; Henaff et al., 2015; Kipf and Welling, 2016; Xu et al., 2019) and non-spectral methods (Chen et al., 2018; Gilmer et al., 2017; Monti et al., 2017). Graph Convolution Networks (GCN) is a line of works (Bruna et al., 2013; Kipf and Welling, 2016) that use spectral graph theory to develop convolution operations on graphs. A typical task for a GCN is node classification, as GCN is capable of learning node representations from a given static homogeneous graph. Graph Transformer Networks (GTN) (Yun et al., 2019) are a model for handling heterogeneous graphs, graphs with various types of edges, as well as generating new graphs. In our model, the goal is to learn to generate a latent graph representation and then perform node classification on the resulting heterogeneous graph. Therefore, GCNs and GTNs are used in our model as described below.

3 Attention as Graph

Transformer-based encoders aggregate the vision-language features. Here, we take a closer look at transformers and examine their similarity to graph-based models. Without loss of generality, transformer-based encoders can be described using the formula

\[
f(H^{(l)}_Q, H^{(l)}_K, H^{(l)}_V) = \sigma(H^{(l)}_Q H^{(l)}_K^T) H^{(l)}_V
\]

where \(\sigma\) is a normalization function and \(H^{(l)}_Q\), \(H^{(l)}_K\), \(H^{(l)}_V\) represent queries, keys, and values for the \(l\)-th attention head, respectively. Such (query key value) triplets come from either a layer below or encoded vectors of the forementioned two sets of features with each token corresponding to a triplet. If we only look at one token in the output
\( i \) with \( K_i, Q_i, V_i \) representing the triplet, it can be seen as

\[
\begin{align*}
  f(H_Q^{(l)}, H_K^{(l)}, H_V^{(l)})_i &= \sum_{j \in \Omega} \tilde{\sigma}(Q_i^{(l)}, K_j^{(l)})V_j^{(l)} \\
  \text{(2)}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \tilde{\sigma} \) represents an interaction function related to \( \sigma \) and dot product and \( \Omega \) represents the scope of tokens attended over. LXMERT and VilBert both manipulate \( \Omega \) in different stages. They first let \( \Omega \) be the same set that \( i \) belongs to and then set \( \Omega \) to the opposite set to allow information exchange. Restricting \( \Omega \) on two complementary subsets can be seen as a special case of not restricting \( \Omega \) with the same number of passes. This generalization allows us to reformulate the equation as

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(H_Q^{(l)}, H_K^{(l)}, H_V^{(l)}) &= [A_\tilde{\sigma}^{(l)}]_{|\Omega| \times |\Omega|} V^{(l)} \\
    \text{(3)}
\end{align*}
\]

where \([A_\tilde{\sigma}^{(l)}]\) is a \(|\Omega| \times |\Omega|\) matrix that simply collects all results of \( \tilde{\sigma}(Q_i^{(l)}, K_j^{(l)}) \) by having \([A_\tilde{\sigma}^{(l)}]_{i,j} = \tilde{\sigma}(Q_i^{(l)}, K_j^{(l)})\). This is essentially an operation of propagation through a graph with adjacency matrix \([A_\tilde{\sigma}^{(l)}]\), an input-dependant matrix. This interpretation gives rise to our model of GNN with learned graphs.

In addition, transformer-based encoders typically have multiple attention heads for each pass, which implies that there are multiple independent graphs corresponding to the same set of nodes for each operation. Conceptually, this view is equivalent to a heterogeneous graph (Shi et al., 2016), where the graph can have \( k \) distinct types of edges and can be represented by \( k \) homogeneous sub-graphs, each corresponding to a particular edge type. This interpretation also coincides with the scene graph idea from the vision community (Yang et al., 2018; Krishna et al., 2016), a heterogeneous graph over objects with edges corresponding to semantic relations (such as look-at, sitting-on, and next-to), which describes a scene at a relational level and can support answering questions requiring reasoning about such relations. Thus, such a graphical interpretation of transformer encoders and motivations from the scene-graph idea give rise to our architecture of learning a latent graph representation of a scene using Graph Transformers to answer relational VQA questions.

### 4 Method

We establish our model as a three-stage pipeline: candidate-graph generation, latent graph generation, and answer classification. Like LXMERT and VilBert, our model begins with embedding the textual question into a list of vectors and encoding the image as a list of image regions each represented by a vector. The union of these two sets of vectors is considered as the nodes of our graph model, \( \mathcal{V} = \{v_1, ..., v_{|\mathcal{V}|}\} \), and we propose a Graph-Transformer-based model to learn a latent graph representation on top of these nodes, and use this graph to answer questions using a standard Graph Convolution Network (GCN).
4.1 Candidate-graph Generation

Since we are interested in learning graph representations from scratch without any supervised input graph, there is a bootstrapping stage to generate the initial set of candidate graphs. A straightforward way to bootstrap is to take one layer of multi-head cross-attentions as described in §Attention as Graph. Specifically,

\[
[A_g^{(l)}]_{i,j} = \sigma^{(l)}(v_i, v_j)
\]  

where \(v_i, v_j\) are node vectors from the node set \(\mathcal{V}\) and \(A_g^{(l)}, \sigma^{(l)}\) correspond to \(l\)-th attention head.

4.2 Latent Graph

We propose the Augmented Graph Transformer (AGT), a GT-based architecture, to learn the latent graph representation. Like a GT layer, an AGT layer selects softly from input graphs and takes compositions of them to connect meta-paths. It consists of two stages: the first stage learns convex combinations of input graphs as intermediate graphs, and the second stage generates output graphs by the compositions of intermediate graphs from the previous stage. However, the original GT layer is limited to a set of input-independent convex weights and composing two adjacency matrices per layer. AGT, on the other hand, learns input-dependent convex weights, composes multiple adjacency matrices per layer, and generates a new set of adjacency matrices from the last layer’s outputs.

**Convex Combination** Let \(A \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N \times C}\) be the adjacency matrix with \(C\) channels. This stage computes intermediate adjacency matrices \(Q\) as \(Q_{m,o} = \sum_{c} \alpha_{m,o,c} A_c\), where \(o\) is the output channel and \(m\) represents the \(m\)-th hop on the meta-path to be composed. The convex weights are given by \(\text{Softmax}_{c \in C}(\lambda_{m,o})\) and \(\lambda\) is computed as a Rayleigh quotient of the graph Laplacian:

\[
\lambda_{m,o} = \frac{g^T \mathcal{L}_c g}{g^T g}
\]  

where \(g \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times M \times O}\) is a trainable parameter. The Rayleigh quotient has the nice property of having critical points at eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian and therefore reflecting the spectral structures of the graph. We know that the spectrum of graph Laplacians is closely related to graph structures, including connectedness and regularity, so that this formulation is not only input-dependent but can also reflect the structural properties of the input graph (Chung and Graham, 1997). Like GT layer, we also assign \(A_0\) as an identity matrix to allow both short meta-paths and long meta-paths.

**Meta-path Composition** Like the GT layer, AGT connects meta-paths by composing the intermediate adjacency matrices with multiplication, i.e. \(\prod_{m \in M} D^{-1}Q_{m,o}\) and output adjacency matrices with \(O\) channels for the next layer. The \(D^{-1}\) normalization maintains the numerical stability for the product.

4.3 Answer Classifier

As the latent graph representation \(G\) is given as \(C\) channels of adjacency matrices, we combine each one of them with a layer of GCN to learn node representations progressively as

\[
H^{(t+1)} = \sigma(D^{-\frac{1}{2}} G_t D^{-\frac{1}{2}} H^{(t)} W^{(t)})
\]  

Finally, we follow the standard practice to decode the answer from the node vector of \(CLS\) by stacking two layers of MLP on top of it. As standard, we treat final answer generation as a multi-label classification task.

5 Implementation Details

Like VilBERT, we initialize our embedding layer with \(BERT_{LARGE}\) weights and the image region detection features are from Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015) pretrained on VisualGnome (Krishna et al., 2016). We only keep the image region detections with top-36 confidence scores and the feature vectors are mapped to the hidden dimension with a fully-connected layer.

In terms of hyperparameters, the hidden dimension is 1024, meta-path hops per AGT layer \(M = 6\), adjacency matrix channels \(C = 64\), latent graph channels \(O = 8\), and 8 layers of AGT. We use the Adam optimizer with cross-entropy loss to train our model with initial loss at 3e-4.

6 Experimental Evaluation

**Dataset** We present our experiment evaluations on the QGA dataset, a relational VQA dataset including 22M reasoning questions about object relationships. We use this dataset to specifically evaluate the reasoning capability of our model on relational VQA. In addition, the QGA dataset includes a ground truth scene graph for each image,
from which the question-answer pairs are generated. More than 92% of the questions in GQA have 4 compositional steps or less, so we chose the meta-path hops per AGT layer at 6 as described in the last section.

**Baselines** We use LXMERT and ViLBERT as our state-of-the-art baseline models. We cite the highest accuracy of LXMERT from the leaderboard and run our implementation of ViLBERT on GQA. We follow the pretraining process of ViLBERT and fine-tune the model on GQA as described in (Lu et al., 2019).

**Upper bound** We hypothesize that a reasonable model can easily learn to perform GQA if it has access to the ground truth scene graph from which the QA data was generated. Therefore, we set up an experiment to examine the potential upper bound of our model by inputting ground truth scene graphs. To implement it, we replace the candidate-graph generation bootstrapping with the ground truth scene graph input and strip the AGT layers down to 1 to just convert the graph format to a compatible one. We train and test the model with this setup to establish a putative upper bound.

**Scene graph parser** To further evaluate our latent graph representation, we also set up our model to take scene graph predictions from a state-of-the-art scene graph parser, Graph R-CNN(Yang et al., 2018). The implementation is similar to the upper bound system – we collect the predictions of the scene graph parser, input them into the model, and remove the bootstrapping as well as most of the latent graph generation layers. The training and testing is the same.

### 6.1 Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the GQA performance of the baselines and our AGT-based models. We observe that our AGT-based model achieves a new state-of-the-art for this dataset and has the highest performance among the three models that do not have access to a gold-standard scene graph. Our model with ground truth scene graph inputs achieves very high performance, which indicates that a graph-based neural model that can fully utilize scene graph information has the potential to approach human-like performance. On the other hand, the performance of the AGT model with a state-of-the-art scene graph parser is similar to the baseline models, which shows that our end-to-end learned latent graph representation is actually more effective than directly using current scene graph parsers, despite never using the supervised scene graphs available to this model during training. We believe this quite surprising result clearly demonstrates the capabilities of our latent graph approach (as well as the serious limitations of existing scene-graph parsers).

### 7 Conclusion

We take inspirations from the successful transformer-based VQA models and reinterpret them as graph convolution models to leverage the graphical nature of VQA. We proposed a new approach that learns a latent graph representation for answering relational VQA questions using an Augmented Graph Transformer. The proposed AGT model can process heterogeneous graph data and generate new graphs, which leads to the desired latent graph representation. For the GQA dataset with a specific emphasis on relational, compositional visual question-answering, the proposed model shows state-of-the-art performance due to its effective latent graph representation. In addition, the upper-bound performance of the proposed model using ground truth scene graphs indicates the huge potential of such graph-based models in VQA tasks.
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